
• nRMSD was smaller at post/ctrl than pre/ctrl in 4/5 kinematic
and 4/6 kinetic variables on DM, and in 2/5 kinematic and 6/6
kinetic variables on CC (denoted in bold)

• Statistical significance was observed at Kϴsag on CC and Hpower

for both groups (Table 2)

• The total scores (Fig.1) showed large improvements for DM
on the kinematics variables (0.49), while there was no
improvement on CC (-0.03); nevertheless on KNIS both
groups had improvements (DM: 0.63, CC: 1.09)
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• THA is a reliable methods to improve the quality of life in
osteoarthritis patients. Pain reduction and good patient
reported outcomes have made it to be considered the
operation of the century [1]. However, it is still unclear
whether it would lead to improved functional mobility.

• Additionally, dual mobility (DM) bearings reduce the
incidence of dislocation and are being increasingly used for
the treatment of hip instability in both the primary and
revision situation [2-4]. However it is unclear if it can lead to
better biomechanical improvements when compared to a
single bearing design.

Introduction

• Primary: developing a biomechanical functional score to
quantify the joint mechanics of THA patients compared to
healthy control (CTRL) participants.

• Secondary: compare kinetic and kinematic variables of the
operated limb between THA patients who have undergone
randomly either DM bearing or common cup (CC) implant
during a squat task.

Objectives

• Both THA groups experienced post-op improvements, with
kinetics variables closely resembling to control participants,
especially on hip and knee power production

• Increasing at Kϴfront occur because patients showed larger
knee abduction angles on ascending and descending phases
then the controls

• Total improvement scores greater development for both
groups:

• DM participants exhibited higher improvements on
kinematic variables

• CC had better improvements on kinetic variables

Discussion

• 24 THA patients and 12 controls (Table 1) – selected from
Orthopaedic Clinic of the Ottawa Hospital

• THA patients were randomly assigned to either DM or CC
(Medacta International, CH) and operated by the same
surgeon using direct anterior approach

Table 1: Summary of pre- and post-op patient age, BMI, and sex ratio

Methods
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Fig. 1:  A) Difference in nRMSD between pre and post of each biomechanical variables for 
DM and CC bearings during squat task; B) Improvement Scores: KMIS (sum of kinematics 
variables), KNIS (sum of kinetics variables) and Total Improvement Score
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Condition Pre-op (n) Post-op (n) Age (years) BMI (kg/m2) Sex ratio (F/M)
DM 12 12 63.1 ± 5 28.1 ± 2 4/8
CC 12 12 61.6 ± 4 28.2 ± 5 3/9

Control - 12 63.0 ± 9 25.3 ± 3 6/6

Analyzed variables:
• pelvis sagittal angle (Pϴsag)
• hip sagittal angle(Hϴsag)
• hip frontal angle (Hϴfront)
• knee sagittal angle (Kϴsag)
• knee frontal angle (Kϴfront)
• hip sagittal moment (HMsag)
• hip frontal moment (HMfront)
• hip power (Hpower)
• knee sagittal moment (KMsag)
• knee frontal moment (KMfront)
• knee power (Kpower)

This study has been partly funded by Medacta® International SA (Switzerland).
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• Wilcoxon signed-rank test: pre- and post-op conditions (P<.05)

Normalized root-mean-
square deviation:

Improvement Scores:

Kinematics Kinetics
Pϴsag Hϴsag Hϴfront Kϴsag Kϴfront HMsag HMfront Hpower KMsag KMfront Kpower

DM pre/ctrl 0.65 0.35 0.58 0.31 0.60 0.44 0.66 0.50* 0.32 0.53 0.32

DM post/ctrl 0.56 0.21 0.36 0.24 0.63 0.32 0.46 0.16* 0.43 0.55 0.20

CC pre/ctrl 0.56 0.33 0.34 0.27* 0.56 0.28 0.53 0.38* 0.44 0.71 0.36

CC post/ctrl 0.63 0.22 0.44 0.21* 0.59 0.23 0.42 0.12* 0.23 0.46 0.17

* significant difference (P<.05)

Table 2 : nRMSD of the sagittal and frontal kinematics and kinetics variables 
during squat
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Biomechanical functional score can be a practical approach to evaluate the change in
biomechanical function in THA patients and highlight small improvements which may go
unnoticed with traditional statistical analysis

Significance

• Motion was captured, 9 months post-op,
by 10 infrared Vicon MX-13 cameras
(Vicon, UK) at 200 Hz and 2 force plates
(Kistler, USA) at 1000 Hz using reflective
markers according to a modified Plug-
In-Gait marker set (UOMAM) [5]

• Five squat trials at self-selected pace
were time-normalized and analysed in
Matlab (2015b)
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